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system()

Runs a shell. 

int system (string shellcommand); 

Parameter Meaning 

shellcommand Shell to run 

Returns the return code of the program that was executed. Returns -1 if no argument was specified, a 
new process could not be created or if the started process was not finished normally. 

Missing or incorrect arguments. 

The system() function is used to run a shell: 

system("program") launches a program synchronously (in the foreground) under Linux. The manager 
using this CTRL function is interrupted(!) until the program that is launched is terminated. Outputs 
appear in the Log Viewer or window from which the Ctrl / Ui was launched. 

system("start program") or system("start program &") launches a program asynchronously (in the 
background) under Linux. The program launched runs parallel to the manager using the system() 
function. Thus, the manager is not interrupted. 

system("start /b program") starts without DOS window in the background under Windows. 

system("cmd /c program") starts synchronously but in a DOS window, system("start cmd /c program") 
starts asynchronously but in a DOS window. Thus, they can only be used under Windows. 

Windows programs not in the path can be launched with system ("cmd /c start <myProgram>")! 

If a shell is run as a foreground process, no actions are performed in the control or user interface 
manager from which the system() call is made until the system process is terminated! 
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Member of 

Availability 

See also 
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EXAMPLE 
Delete all files with the extension "bak" from the test directory from the users directory as a background 
process on a Linux machine. 

main()  
{  
    system("rm /users/test/*.bak &");  
}

EXAMPLE 
The following script runs a DOS command as a background process under Windows and writes the 
output in a file. 

main()  
{  
   string searchtext, file, command, path;  
   int return;  
   file="data.txt";  
   path=PROJ_PATH + "data//ddc_parameter//";  
   getValue("Searchtext", "text", searchtext);  
   // The find command searches the lines in a file, which 
contains the  
   // string "Searchtext" and writes the output to a file.  
   command="find /"" + searchtext + "/" " + path + file + " > " 
+ path + "result.txt";  
   // For the extended command (file redirection) the command 
has to be set  
   // with inverted comma.  
   return=system("cmd /c start /MIN cmd /c" + "/"" + command + 
"/"");  
}

Miscellaneous functions 

UI, CTRL, DP 
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